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Wilson Center Digital Archive Translation - English

Premier [Zhou Enlai]:

The atomic energy industrial development plan has yet to be decided, and especially
unclear is the issue of the what to do after manufacturing enriched uranium. As a
result, it is necessary to make a great number of revisions in the atomic energy
agreement concluded and signed by Comrade [Li] Fuchun in Moscow on August 17 of
last year. The Soviet side, however, is still moving forward in accordance with the
agreement. Based on [my] discussion with [Soviet economic adviser to China]
Comrade [Ivan] Arkhipov, to avoid pointless losses, our government needs to propose
postponement in implementation [of the agreement] to the Soviet government before
the Soviet side will consider [the matter]. I have now drafted a letter which I am
forwarding to you. After you have carefully read and revised it, I ask that you instruct
the Foreign Ministry to send it. Respectfully

Comment/Instruction [by Zhou Enlai]: Promptly send to the Chairman, Liu [Shaoqi],
Deng [Xiaoping], and Peng Dehuai to read. I propose to agree and have the Foreign
Ministry handle this.

Zhou Enlai  


